Proud Member of

PPC1500 Italy
Treviso, April 6th 2020

Dear friends,
As per the previous message, after moving the match to September cause of the Covid-19 epidemy,
I repropose the "collateral" activities you can find visiting us.
On September 10th evening, hoping the sweet summer end will kiss Treviso as usual, I can propose
a touristic promenade in the city center; that will be a gift by my side for my friends!
During the match, a canteen will be active in the facility; you can sit under a tree and have some
rest with a coffee or a sandwich; for lunch we will arrange something "more or less" typical of our
cooking tradition.
On friday September 11th evening, if someone agrees, we can organise something also close to the
facilty for a typical dinner with local speciality; to do that, I need to know how many person may be
interested because this time of the year makes many people moving around so a reservation must be
done in advance.
On saturday may 2nd evening, as you know, we will have a Rockabilly concert in the facility... the
idea is to share a fresh made pizza all together under the stars. That can be decided on site in the
afternoon and I figure a price of 10€ per person (to be confirmed).
Finally, on sunday 3rd noon, as for the program, there will be a lunch express made with local
speciality: a master chef will make all at the moment. in this case, I need to have a number of guests
not later than August 30th to arrange the kitchen. The price will be 17€ per person.
I'll be very glad if you can share those info with all your friends coming from your shooting group
and then to make me know if you like that so I can start arranging everything.
Hoping to see you soon here!
Warmest regards
Marco
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